
Girard-PerreGaux 1966 Small SecondS and date
Sobriety from a refined time
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Since its creation, the models of Girard-Perregaux’s 1966 collection 
have had a timeless appeal. this year, the magic continues with the 
latest watch featuring a date and a small second display at 9 o’clock. 
behind its elegant simplicity lies a well thought-out aesthetic and a tried 
and tested mechanism.

the inspiration is classic yet expressive of its belonging to the modern 
world. With its pure lines, its elegance is revealed in the attention to 
detail. the meticulous and subtle finishing draws on all the specialist 
expertise of the brand’s watchmakers and craftsmen. 

the aesthetic is softened by the case, curved dial and a slightly spherical 
sapphire glass. the pink gold 41mm-diameter case boasts a diamond-
polished sloping bezel which enhances its finesse. the applied hour 
markers which hem the dial have faceted ends to mark the slope. under 
the foliate hands, the small second adopts a diamond-cut lattice which 
gives it depth, while the date sits opposite it at 3 o’clock. 

the Girard-Perregaux 1966 Small Second and date watch is available 
in two versions of the dial, one in silvered opaline and the other in 
cognac with the sheen of a sun-brushed finish. 

the case’s sapphire glass on the case back opens onto the automatic 
mechanical caliber GP01890-0003, designed in the manufacture’s 
r&d department, entirely made and assembled in its workshops. With 
its 54 hours power reserve, it winds itself with the help of its pink gold 
rotor.
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Technical DescripTion

case in pink gold
diameter: 41.00 mm 
Glass: anti-reflective sapphire
case back: sapphire crystal
Water resistance: 30 meters 

Girard-Perregaux movement GP01890-0003
automatic mechanical movement
caliber: 13 ¼ ’’’
frequency: 28.800 Vib/h (4 Hz)
Power reserve: min. 54 hours
Jewels: 28  
functions: hour, minute, date, small second

alligator strap available in brown or black
folding buckle in pink gold

references
49543-52-131-BKBa (silvered opaline dial)
49543-52-B31-BK6a (cognac-colored dial)
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